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MASTER AND COMMANDER
Growing up in rural Cheshire in the UK a
lot of my family’s friends were farmers, so
from a very early age I thought cars were
Land Rover vehicles – Defender models to
be more accurate. Then of course in the
sailing community so many people use Land
Rover vehicles to tow boats, to get access
to beaches, to launch and recover boats and
then at the end of the day as a place to stash
sails and sodden wetsuits.
I finally bought one of my own last
year, – I managed to get one of the very last
Defender models – just. And sure enough
living on the Isle of Wight now, Georgie, my
wife, and I use it for all those same reasons;
it’s rugged, you can take it on the beaches
and yes, still throw all your wet sailing gear
in there at the end of the day without having
to care too much. Of course it’s a family car
now with the arrival of our daughter Bellatrix
earlier this year.
I’m now leading a British challenger
to win – for the first time in 167 years –
The America’s Cup, the oldest sporting
competition in the world. Cup racing is now
as much about aerodynamics and control
systems as it is about more traditional
marine design and engineering skills. So
when we established a team to challenge
for the Cup we knew we needed those skills
and that they would come from a car maker.
I’m delighted that it’s Land Rover we have
partnered with.
We hope, whether we are successful or
not next year, we’ll use this coming together
of skills to re-ignite marine engineering, boat
building and naval architecture in the UK.

6

We’ve set up a Trust – The 1851 Trust –
to help do just that.
I’ve been told I was the first person
outside of Land Rover to drive the All-New
Discovery (the team are the stars in the
new ad!). I was blown away by how much
space there was in there, space enough for
the entire crew and our coach, and none of
them are small guys. Or exactly easy to keep
happy for that matter. But I was also blown
away by how Land Rover has evolved its
basic values – designing everything to be as
useful as possible – into something almost
space-age to look at.
The boat Land Rover BAR has developed
– the boat I hope to skipper to victory next
year – comes from the same place. In one
sense it’s absolutely functional, designed-forpurpose, yet it’s evolved to a level you will
not believe until you see it. I really hope
you will be watching when we take to the
water in Bermuda next year. If nothing else,
I promise it will be spectacular.

Sir Ben Ainslie,
Team Principal and Skipper,
Land Rover BAR

LONDON ∙ DUBLIN ∙ CHELTENHAM
For stores worldwide or to buy online visit our website
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RESURRECTING AN ORIGINAL
How do you celebrate the resurrection of
one of the most iconic vehicles of all time? By
reincarnating the original works of art that first
advertised them over 60 years ago, of course.
To celebrate Jaguar Land Rover Classic’s
Land Rover Reborn project, Land Rover
embarked on a collaboration with master scene
painter Carmel Said to do just that. Using the
occasion of the three-day Goodwood Revival
festival in Chichester, UK, Said was asked to
craft his own tribute to the Series I:
a 6.5 by 13 feet hand-painted combination of

two historical Series I ads. Said employed
the same techniques and style of the original
ads, working throughout the festival to
finish his masterpiece.
“The Reborn Series I Land Rover vehicles
represent the finest in traditional craftsmanship
and authenticity,” Said remarked. “It’s a pleasure
to be able to work using techniques honed over
decades and produce a piece that reflects the
same approach.”
For more on the Jaguar Land Rover Classic’s
Land Rover Reborn project, see pages 62 to 67.
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INTO THE
INFERNO
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NEWS

In 1928, before chairlifts existed, a group of 13 men and
four women from the Kandahar Ski Club climbed the
Schilthorn summit in Mürren in the Swiss Alps on long hickory
skis with strips of seal skin fitted to stop them from sliding
back. From near the summit they then descended to the
village of Lauterbrunnen. And so the Inferno Race was born.
Eight decades later, the race lives on, and it is still an
event that is not for the faint-hearted. Each January, 1,800
skiers stand here, take a sip of Schnapps for courage and
head off down the Inferno. At 3 miles (three times as long as
anything on the World Cup schedule), the trail plunges one
vertical mile. There is nothing quite like it anywhere
in the world.
In August this year, James Bond stunt driver Ben Collins
lined up a standard Range Rover Sport just under the peak of
the Schilthorn, attempting to do something nobody has ever
tried; not only to navigate the length of the Inferno in a car,
but to do so at race speed, beating the record of the Inferno’s
fastest skier.
August in Mürren is normally warm and sunny and
although there is a little snow still lingering at the top of the
run, the trail is normally dry. Not so this year. Unseasonable
rain threw out Land Rover Experience off-road expert Phil
Jones’s calculations and put Collins’s nerves on edge; “I
wouldn’t say I was smiling as I was driving,” he told Onelife,
“I was in the zone. If you’re not in the zone, you’re going to
be over the edge.”
Collins’s progress in the very latest Range Rover Sport
was nonetheless spectacular as you might expect.
His time at the finish was just shy of the ski record, which
under the circumstances is almost extraordinary.
“Roughly halfway down I hit a big boulder that I really
couldn’t miss because it was that, a tree or a sheer cliff,”
Collins explains. “The low-pressure warning told me I had a
puncture in a rear tire, and that meant a huge loss of grip on
the rear axle.” Collins’s perseverance nonetheless impressed
Cleeves Palmer, President of the Kandahar Ski Club and a
veteran of 30 races.
“The terrain is strewn with boulders,” Palmer told us.
“I would far rather race it on skis in winter than drive it in
the summer!”
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TRUE STRENGTH
IS THE ABILITY
TO ADAPT

DISCOVERY SERIES I

DISCOVERY SERIES II

DISCOVERY 3/LR3

The 1990s saw the emergence
of a new kind of Land Rover.
The Discovery Series I had the
capability of a Defender off-road,
yet it combined this with a level
of comfort and technology within
the vehicle that had not previously
been associated with a Land Rover.
It set the blueprint for the future.

Launched in 1998, the Discovery
Series II may have looked very
similar to the original Discovery,
but was in fact, drastically different
underneath. Innovative
technologies included the Hill
Descent Control (HDC®) System*
and a longer, wider body made for
greater load capacity and legroom.

The arrival of the LR3, as known in
the US, in 2004 represented the
most radical change to the iconic
vehicle. New from the ground up,
the LR3 introduced a series of
updates, including maximized
occupant accommodation and
pioneering Terrain Response®
technology system*. A new selection
of premium finishes and intelligent
nurturing of the iconic Discovery
design language was combined with
supreme off-road capability,
resulting in an award-winning
vehicle that many still regard as a
modern classic.

03
INSIGHT

These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.
Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.”

* 
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When it was launched in 1989, the Land Rover
Discovery was aptly named. By combining Land
Rover legendary off-road capability with
a greater focus on design, a vehicle was born
with the versatility to create a whole new market
for Land Rover products. And the success story
continues – but the All-New Discovery is not
merely the fifth generation of the vehicle, it is

the leader of a new Discovery family of vehicles.
As such, it can be seen as a new beginning.
“There is a premium execution to the new
Discovery,” says Land Rover Chief Design
Officer Gerry McGovern. This focus on precision
and ever greater refinement coupled with
proven capability in all conditions points to the
future of Discovery.

DISCOVERY 4/LR4

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

Unveiled in 2009, the fourth
generation Discovery brought
substantial enhancements
and refinement to the
Discovery 3/LR3. In design
terms, however, the real
changes were yet to come…

Featuring the riveted and bonded
aluminium structure found on the
latest Range Rover and Range
Rover Sport, the fifth generation of
Discovery is lighter, sleeker and
more dynamic than its predecessors,
with enhanced versatility, which
has always been a defining feature
of the Discovery.
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The newest Range Rover promises to be the fastest yet. The
SVAutobiography Dynamic has been designed and engineered
by Jaguar Land Rover’s Special Vehicle Operations and follows
the Range Rover Sport SVR and the Range Rover
SVAutobiography. Appropriately, the all-new car has a little of
both of them – the dynamism of the SVR and the luxury of the
SVAutobiography.
The Range Rover SVAutobiography Dynamic features
the same 550 HP supercharged 5.0-liter V8 as the Range Rover
Sport SVR but specially calibrated for this latest application.
An enormous 502 lb.-ft. of torque means the SVAutobiography
Dynamic can reach 60 mph just in 5.1 seconds**. All of the key
mechanical components of the SVAutobiography Dynamic
models suspension – knuckles, links, springs and dampers –
have been re-engineered by SVO specialists to match the
increased performance. Most obviously the ride height is 0.3”
lower, which, combined with the red Brembo-branded brakes
and standard 21” wheels, gives the vehicle a strikingly stance.
The car also benefits from two state-of-the-art
technologies, Dynamic Response and Adaptive Dynamics*.
Dynamic Response is designed to reduce roll in corners
*

to improve handling and driver and passenger comfort*
while Adaptive Dynamics constantly monitors both driver
input and the road surface to enhance the driver’s sense
of control while still delivering the Range Rover vehicles
signature refinement*.
Special Vehicle Operations’ design team has created a
look with true sporting credentials inside and out. A new finish
– Graphite Atlas Silver – is applied to the side vents, grille,
front fender accents, as well as the hood lettering and tailgate
finisher. The classic Range Rover script is also rendered in the
new finish and the SVAutobiography badge contains a
distinctive red insert to signify the intent of this car.
Inside the SVAutobiography Dynamic gets distinctive
diamond-quilted seats, available in four different colors. The
knurled finish first seen on the SVAutobiography is applied to
key tactile surfaces such as the rotary transmission controller
and the start/stop button. The dashboard and door panel trim
are finished in Grand Black veneer with the door panel veneer
featuring a subtle keyline in red. Finally, for a last touch of
elegance, SVO even binds the owners manual of this most
extraordinary new Range Rover to match its stunning looks.

N A V I G A T O R

BLINK AND MISS IT

These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and
road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your
local authorized Land Rover Retailer for more details.” **Always follow local speed limits
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PADDLING
PIONEERS

I first got wind of the Finmen mystery when my friend and
fellow adventurer, Patrick Winterton, pointed me toward a
book he had read about them . There is an incredible story of
Inuit kayakers, or Finmen, arriving on the remote Scottish isles
by sea as early as in the beginning 1700s. To this day no one
knows exactly where the bizarre paddling visitors came from,
but artifacts preserved in Scottish museums – including hunting
paraphernalia and the remains of an ancient skin-covered kayak
– point to the possibility of Inuit paddlers arriving
autonomously by sea from Greenland more than 1,000 miles to
the north east. I decided to find out whether the passage could
indeed be possible. To do so, I would need to imitate the
journey from the shores of eastern Greenland to Scotland’s
north coast, accompanied only by my travel partner George
Bullard and a lightly modified 22 foot sea kayak. It would be a
journey no one had completed in modern times, but I wanted
to shed light on this little-known mystery – and prove to myself
and the world that it is possible. As we began planning the trip,
it became clear that we were facing a truly epic challenge. The
Arctic waters are notoriously treacherous, and the journey
would see us cover more than 1,200 miles, at times alone on
the open sea with no communication and limited supplies. We
would need to paddle through the night and only rest five
minutes per hour. The Inuk kayak would become our home.
And we would have to face the ‘Devil’s Dancefloor,’ a feared,
open 280-mile passage between Iceland and the Faroe Islands
renowned for its unpredictability and wild conditions. I began
kayaking when I was seven years old and have always felt at
home at sea, even in rough conditions. But this was beyond
anything I had ever done before.

16
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A story about endurance, extreme conditions and mystic
kayakers, by adventurer and explorer Olly Hicks

Above and right: George
Bullard and Olly Hicks. It takes
a special kind of grit to be a
modern-day Finman
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Hicks and Bullard
prepare for launch,
carrying their
modified Inuk kayak
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GREENLAND
LEG 1
Knighton Bay – Iceland
180 miles

LEG 2
Iceland coastal hop
380 miles

ICELAND
LEG 3
Iceland – Faroe Islands
270 miles
D E V I L’ S D A N C E F L O O R
FA R O E I S L A N D S

LEG 4
Faroe Islands transit
70 miles

LEG 5
Faroe Islands – North Rona
160 miles
LEG 6
North Rona – Cape Wrath
50 miles

NORTH RONA

SCOTL AND

The first leg from Greenland to Iceland went as planned. We
had to cross 45 miles of pack ice before we reached the shore.
We were then lucky to have weather conditions that allowed us
to complete the first 138 miles at sea in 40 hours.
With 24-hour sunlight, day and night don’t exist. All you
have is good and bad weather. This meant that we were always
dependent on that right moment for a window to open before
we could leave Iceland for good and get ready for our dance
with the devil.
Crossing the Devil’s Dancefloor from Iceland to the Faroe
Islands predictably turned out to be tough. As an open ocean
crossing, we were looking to spend six days and nights in the
kayak, again we were highly dependent on the weather being
absolutely perfect for the whole stretch. Our window of
opportunity finally arrived and we set off, but after 36 hours
at sea we were again overcome by an unexpected change of
weather and urgently had to find a way to get back to Iceland.
We were lucky to cross paths with a passing fishing boat, which
took us back. Safe again, we regrouped and rested, but not for
long. A week later we were back dancing with the devil and
this time, after four days and nights at sea, we made our way
across and finally arrived on the Faroe Islands.
This mystical archipelago became our home for three
weeks while we again waited for Mother Nature to play our
game. After another false start and return she eventually
succumbed to our wishes. With our beards growing and
exhaustion creeping up on us, we began the passage. With our
soggy kit and nothing but the North Atlantic horizon ahead
and behind us, it was a real test of endurance. Even with our
goal nearing, we began to understand that we had
underestimated the exhaustion and the monotony of paddling
for hours on end, but giving up was never an option. When you

Above left: the route from Greenland
to Scotland covers more than 1,200
miles at sea. Right: the Land Rover that
carried the team’s kit and kayak

are in a kayak on open waters hundreds of miles from land, you
really only have one choice: to continue paddling, no matter
what. ‘Paddle or die’ became our mantra.
So continue we did. After 65 hours on the open waters,
sleeping just three of them, we were again forced to play to
the forces of weather and faced with the agonizing decision to
not head home but divert to North Rona, a tiny island, just 40
miles off the Scottish coast. Again, our window of opportunity
had slammed in our face; it wasn’t time for us to reach home
just yet. Salt-encrusted and fatigued we fi nally arrived on
North Rona, almost four centuries after the original Finmen
arrived to stun locals and create a myth that lives on today.
Ahead of us was just a final push and we would be home, safe
and sound, and an incredible experience richer, although
putting off paddling for some time to come! Getting in the
kayak the first time was part of our challenge, but not the
biggest. Getting back into the same kayak day after day, week
after week, with the same damp equipment, and often in foul
conditions was where we came to learn just how arduous this
journey was – and perhaps also why no one has intended to
imitate it since the fi rst Inuit tribesmen arrived in Scotland.
Still, it was worth every stroke and each cold night at sea.
As an adventurer, I am drawn to these expeditions; pioneering
adventures that have never been attempted or completed
before. Surely that is why we are here: to push ourselves to
discover our planet and explore what lies beyond?
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THE BEST POSSIBLE
SOUND, WHEREVER
YOU ARE

Image courtesy of Home Theater of Long Island

At Meridian, we craft tailored audio systems that deliver
unparalleled emotional experiences.
That’s why we’re the sole audio partner for Jaguar Land Rover.
It is also why we’ve been awarded the accolade of ‘Best In-Car
Audio System’ by AUTOMOBILE magazine.
If you’re looking for audio perfection, then look no further.
meridian-audio.com
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THE AMERICA’S CUP IT’S ALL ABOUT TITANS
SKIPPERING BOATS AS BIG
AS THEIR REPUTATIONS,
RIGHT? WRONG. THINK
ATHLETES. THINK
RIVALRIES AS FIERCE AS
YOU’LL FIND IN ANY SPORT.
THINK CLOSING SPEEDS
OF 100 MPH. THINK
WING SAILS THE SIZE OF
COMMERCIAL JETS. THINK
FOILS SO SPACE-AGE
THEY MAKE THE BOATS
FLY AS MUCH AS FLOAT.
SECURE YOUR LIFE VESTS
BECAUSE THIS IS TODAY’S

A M E R I C A ’ S
C U P
W O R D S

M I K E Y

H A R V E Y
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A M ERICA’S

CUP

“GIVEN THE COURSE
A L L O W S B O AT S T O C O M E AT
MARKS FROM DIFFERENT
DIRECTIONS, TRIPLEFIGURE CLOSING SPEEDS
A R E A R E A L P O S S I B I L I T Y.
THERE ARE OF COURSE

PHOTOGRAPHY: MARK LLOYD AND RICARDO PINTO

N O B R A K E S W H AT S O E V E R ”

Forget for the moment you think you know about
one of the world’s oldest sporting competitions, the
America’s Cup: all the stuff about loyal Brits putting
on a yacht race for Queen Victoria, promptly losing it
and never, ever winning it back; the legends about
the American titans – the Rockefellers and the JP
Morgans – racing for kicks, their bigger-than-yourimagination boats somewhere over the horizon; forget
what you think you know about the arcane rules, the
victories won in court and that impossible schedule.
Forget all that.
The new America’s Cup is driven by one very simple
idea; the finest sailors in the world sailing the most
advanced, space-aged, out-there and plain fastest
boats on the planet. Sounds like a familiar formula? It is;
America’s Cup is high speed racing on water.
Isn’t that powerboats, you say? Nope. Given a
decent, but by no means excessive, breeze, these boats
can sail toward each other at close to 100 mph.
The boats – six of them, sailed by teams from
America, New Zealand, Japan, France, Sweden, and
of course Britain, via Land Rover’s cutting-edge project
with Sir Ben Ainslie – are wing-sailed foiling catamarans.
The wing sail replaces a conventional mainsail and
is exactly what it says it is – a wing, just like that on an
airplane, in this case something roughly the size of a
Boeing 737’s wing or about 75 feet tall. It is
more efficient than a conventional sail and can generate
enough power for the boat to sail at three times
the speed of the wind. The foils are the hydrofoils
deployed below the two hulls (the catamaran part)
and are capable of lifting the boat clear of the water
at speeds around 15 mph. Doing so reduces the drag
of the hulls through the water to zero, leaving only the
foils and rudders still attached to the water’s surface.

Free of the gloopy grip of the dense water (which is
786 times more dense than air), the boat is free to
accelerate enormously fast. That extra speed in turn
makes the wing work harder. It is, in effect, generating
its own wind. So the boat can reach 50 – maybe even
60 mph – with enough breeze. And given that a sailing
race course allows boats to come at the upwind and
downwind marks in different directions, triple-figure
closing speeds are a very real possibility. And there are,
of course, no brakes whatsoever.
So you’ll understand the need for the smartest guys
in the business to be behind the wheel. Land Rover
BAR has five gold medalists on its boat, with Giles
Scott, who won his first gold for Great Britain in Ainslie’s
Finn class in Rio, and Ainslie, who won the first of his
four consecutive gold medals back in 2000. The New
Zealand boat won in the 49er class in Rio. Sweden’s
skipper won the 49ers in London and his teammate
won gold medals in 2000 (Finn class) and 2008 (Star
class). On the American boat was a London 2012 gold
medalist in the Laser class.
And then there’s the American ship’s Australian
skipper, choosing to go straight into the America’s Cup,
becoming the youngest sailor to skipper a Cup boat,
the youngest to win a Cup race, and the youngest to
win the America’s Cup itself in 2010 in the first great
Oracle multihull powered by what still remains the
longest – at 180 ft long – single wing yet constructed.
By the time the American skipper came to defend the
America’s Cup in 2013, Oracle was smaller, but faster.
Foiling technology had arrived, albeit only latterly
to Team USA, and they had to fight the rearest of
rearguard actions to beat New Zealand in the final.
The comeback from 8-1 down is regarded by many
as the greatest in the sport’s history.
25
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on the course at any one time. So if Ainslie is to
challenge the American boat next year, he first needs to
beat the other four challengers. Should he achieve that,
we’ll be treated to two of the sport’s undisputed giants
slugging it out in one of the greatest, though leastknown, rivalries in sport. Put in boxing terms, you might
paraphrase it as the ‘rumble on the water.’
The current Team USA having spent hundreds of
millions before finally winning the America’s Cup in
2010 (and therefore winning the right to dictate the
location and format of the next event), wanted to start a
process that would make the America’s Cup more
famous, more accessible and more sustainable. They
did this in a number of ways: they stuck with a
catamaran design that could be developed into the
world’s fastest match-racing yachts; they decided to
bring the event inshore in 2013, to San Francisco
harbor, so spectators would get to see it from the

PHOTOGRAPHY: MARK LLOYD AND RICARDO PINTO

The Americans famously drafted in Sir Ben Ainslie to
call tactics. But Ainslie wasn’t sticking around for the
next defense. He hot-footed it back to the UK and to
the Royal Yacht Squadron, where it all began back in
1851, to announce the most serious British challenge
yet for the America’s Cup. A year later he signed a deal
with Land Rover to collaborate on the design of the
challenger boat.
There’s still plenty of work to do yet. The America’s
Cup is not entirely a knockout competition like the
World Cup for soccer (which it pre-dates by nearly
80 years). Instead, the winning team from the previous
Cup gets a free ticket to the next final, while the
knockout takes place among those challenging for the
other place in the final (so if it was soccer, all the clubs
competing would be fighting to take on Germany).
Unlike fleet racing in the World Series, the America’s
Cup itself is all match racing, with only two boats

A M ERICA’S

CUP

mainland; and they started a qualifying ‘World Series’
to stop interest in the Cup from waning between
the irregular defenses.
Land Rover BAR are now 90 percent of the way
through the World Series that supports the America’s
Cup in Bermuda next year. And the
good news is, they’re leading it.
With one event left, Land Rover
BAR are looking good to start the
Bermuda campaign with two wins
(the reward for winning the World
Series). In the challenger rounds, all
the boats will race each other
twice, and by then Ainslie will have
upgraded his boat from World
Series spec to full-blown America’s
Cup Class (ACC) spec (see page 32
for exclusive details of Ainslie’s
challenger, co-developed with Land
Rover) Fingers crossed, it’s looking
A BRIEF HISTORY OF
good for that mouth-watering
THE AMERICA’S CUP
showdown.
1851
ACC boats are identical in
Royal Yacht Squadron announces an invitational
principle but altogether different in
race for ‘£100 Cup’. Loses
operation to World Series boats.
1929
A little longer (by 5 feet), a lot
Sir Thomas Lipton gives up after the fifth
wider (28 feet not 23) and packing
attempt to win back renamed ‘America’s Cup’
20 percent more wing area, their
wing and foil adjusters are powered
1956
by hydraulics, and by four of the
After 20 years without a challenge, USA
six-man crew, which generate
introduces cheaper Twelve Meter boats
hydraulic pressure via the boat’s
1983
four grinding stations – literally
After 132 years, the New York Yacht Club is
hydraulic pumps. This is why you’ll
finally beaten by the revolutionary Australia II
see a huge difference in the
physicality of skippers like Ainslie
2010
and his grinding crew.
Determined to win the Cup back from
The grinding crew are literally
the Swiss, the USA enters a massive 180 ft
the boat’s batteries, so need as
wing-sailed trimaran
much muscle power as possible,
2013
and given that there is a maximum
Golden Gate Yacht Club defends with
weight for the crew as a whole,
wing-sailed and foiling catamaran, announces
the skinnier the skippers, the
Bermuda as 2017 venue. Sir Ben Ainslie
more powerful the crew can be.
and Royal Yacht Squadron announce plan to end
Ainslie, the sailing team
‘167 Years of Hurt’
and the operational support are
about to relocate to Bermuda
from the team’s Portsmouth base
on the south coast of the UK,
overlooking the site of where it all went wrong back
in 1851. Land Rover BAR has spent the last two years
building the crew’s strength and honing their boathandling skills while developing, building and testing
various prototypes for the R1, the Cup Class race boat
engineered in collaboration with Land Rover.
Sir Ben Ainslie (GB)
hopes to take on his
The first races are in May 2017. Just 33 days later,
great rival Jimmy Spithill
Ainslie will know whether he too can forget about
(USA) in the final of the
Queen Victoria, British pride and all that.
America’s Cup in 2017
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Who better to unpick the enigma of the shy sailor with the
killer instinct that has won him medal after medal, title after
title than the person who knows him best, sports journalist and
presenter Georgie Thompson, AKA Lady Ainslie

W O R D S L A D Y G E O R G I E A I N S L I E
P H O T O G R A P H Y S A M B A R K E R
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BEN

AI N SLIE

To many Ben Ainslie is the most successful sailor in
history winning four gold medals at consecutive games
from Sydney to London via Athens and Beijing. There is
also a silver from his first games in Atlanta, but we don’t
like to talk about that.
He’s won 11 World Sailing Championships and
has been crowned World Sailor of the Year a record
four times. In recognition of his services to sailing
he’s been awarded an Order of the British Empire
(OBE), a Commander of the British Empire (CBE) and
a knighthood. So yes, there are awards and accolades
by the dozen and lots of letters after his name, but
if I told you this particular sporting superstar keeps
his multiple medals in his wife’s old make-up bag,
his numerous trophies in a box in the cellar and can’t
remember where he last saw his honors, then that
might provide a more complete picture of the man
who is wired to win sailing races, the man I get to call
my husband, Ben.
As a sports journalist I have interviewed many
sportsmen and women over the years in my career and
there is a common denominator that unites them all.
You might find it interesting to know that it isn’t the
desire to win that drives them or Ben, but the fear of
failure. My husband is determined not to lose, ever.
Next year he will embark on the biggest challenge
of his career yet. He will aim to bring home the world’s
oldest sporting trophy, the America’s Cup, back to Britain
with his recently formed sailing team Land Rover BAR.
He knows the size of the task is enormous. No
British team has been able to win the Cup in its
165-year history. The chances of a first time team
being able to steal such a prize from the clutches of the
defender Team USA are slim, but then again this is Ben
we are talking about and losing is not in his vocabulary.
Let me tell you what happened last time the America’s
Cup was contested, as I saw it.
By the time the Cup came round in the summer of
2013, Ben and I had been dating just a few months. I
was living in New York working for Fox Sports and Ben
was in San Francisco, ‘B’ boat helming for Team USA.
He’s not good at being reserved over anything, so the
cross-country phone calls and visits we shared often
came hand in hand with long conversations about how
to best manage the situation he found himself in.
Clearly he wsas struggling with an incredible part of
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his career coming to an end and having to play second
fiddle to another skippering the Team USA boat.
He was on the bench and he didn’t like it. Then the
racing began and things went from bad to worse for
the American team. Five points down the owner had
seen enough and ran the changes. Ben called me that
night to say he was on the race boat. After that came
what’s now referred to as one of the greatest sporting
comebacks of all time, as the Team USA boat turned
around an 8-1 deficit to win the America’s Cup 9-8. That
decision to put Ben on the boat ultimately changed
both of our lives. We had to think fast as the offers
came in. We were enjoying our American existence,
out of the glare of the British
media our relationship was
going brilliantly, but it was
still early days and my work
in the States was starting to
gather momentum. Perhaps
I should say we thought
“ T H E M O O D W E N T
long and hard about what
to do next, but the truth is it
R A P I D LY D OW N H I L L
was much easier than that.
R E C E N T LY W H E N I
We were lucky. We both
wanted the same thing; to
WAS B E AT I N G H I M
be together, put roots down,
have a family and be able to
AT TA B L E T E N N I S ”
determine our own future.
GEORGIE AINSLIE
Going back to Britain and
setting up Land Rover BAR
was always going to be much
harder work than banking a
big pay check and staying
Stateside, but for us it felt like
the only thing to do.
A couple of years later, we are in Portsmouth preparing
to battle and beat the one team that made all of this
possible for us in the first place, Team USA in the 35th
America’s Cup. Only sport can write storylines like this
one and of course the fairytale ending would be if we
could bring the Cup home. Watching Ben try I’m aware
of how much he has grown as part of this process. It
can’t have been easy and I know he’s had to adapt
greatly from being a single-handed sailor focused solely
on himself and his own performances to team builder,
player and leader running a business of 140-plus

P H O T O J A C K B R O C K W AY/ H I J A C K

people. People have often commented on his Jekyll
and Hyde-like character, the fierce competitor on the
water and the humble gentleman off it, but I think as
time goes on the two are morphing as his confidence
grows off the water as well as on it. The competitor is
omnipresent regardless. A game of table tennis last
week on vacation between Ben and me rapidly went
downhill in tone as I started clocking up a decent lead.
The red mist descended, the eyes rolled back and
despite his protestations that he was perfectly happy
with his wife winning a silly game of ping-pong, the
look on his face at match point to me said otherwise.
For my part I have learned to live with and love
this most complex of character traits. You don’t get to
achieve what Ben has by being straightforward and I
have my own challenge in supporting him.
When we board the plane to Bermuda in
November, moving house and country for the third
time in as many years, the contrast between how Ben
won the 34th America’s Cup and how he will try to win
the 35th couldn’t be greater. This time out he’ll have
a wife, our baby Bellatrix and our two dogs Biggles
and Ginger in tow. I’d like to think his family will keep
him sane and give him perspective when the going
gets tough, which inevitably it will as the countdown
to the Cup approaches. There’s nothing like a baby
needing burping or a paddle boarding excursion with
a dachshund to transport the mind away from issues
at the office, but it would be naive of me to think
that sailing isn’t on his mind 24/7. Whenever Ben has
a spare moment at home he takes himself off to his
study, he closes the door and he watches past races
over and over again working out what he and the
team could have done differently, better. Sometimes
he can sit at his desk for hours, analyzing, assessing,
obsessing, working out how to win.
On the days when he looks like he’s carrying the
weight of the world on his shoulders I part jokingly
call him ‘Atlas’, and it’s true to say with so many people
expecting so much of him there are a few too many
sleepless nights where I know he’s wondering how
to deliver.
I often get asked if I worry watching Ben race but
the answer is always the same: never. If you were to ask
me if I worry when he doesn’t win, well then that’s a
different story.

Clockwise from below right:
Ben with the America’s Cup
after victory in 2013, Ben,
Georgie and new arrival
Bellatrix, and a rare shot of
Ben with a silver medal
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The boat Sir Ben Ainslie will skipper when
he challenges for the America’s Cup in
Bermuda next year will be among the very
fastest sailing boats yet built. It is the result of
a unique and far-reaching collaboration with
Land Rover, Title and Exclusive Innovation
Partner at Land Rover BAR. Engineers,
technicians, aerodynamicists — even artificial
intelligence experts — from Land Rover have
been embedded at the team’s base in
Portsmouth on the south coast of the UK for
over a year now. Together with Land Rover
BAR’s own designers, they have been working
on project R1, the race boat due to break
cover early in 2017. Much of its technology
is still secret; however, the team have shared
some the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
tricks that will allow it to sail three times faster
than the wind, so take a sneak peak behind
Land Rover BAR boathouse door.

W O R D S M I K E Y
I L L U S T R A T I O N

The technology used in BAR’s
America’s Cup Class boat is mindblowing. Here’s the low-down

E

B
JIB

The forward jib sail is possibly
the only element of the boat
familiar to traditional sailors,
the odd rope here and there
aside. It’s small compared with
the wing, only 388 square feet
(compared with 1,140 square
feet) to comply with the rules
for the definitive 2017 America’s
Cup Class regulations. The ACC
boats will race without a second
downwind sail, the so-called ‘code
zero’ sails you can see the crews
spectacularly furling and unfurling
at the downwind and upwind
marks. Light and incredibly strong,
the jib is made mostly of carbon
fiber, laid down as tapes and then
bonded together.

01

WING SAIL
The giant wing sails are the
engines of America’s Cup Class
boats. Constructed of a pure
carbon fiber vertical element
and lightweight ribs made of a
sandwich of carbon fiber with a
card filling, the wing’s surface is
made of Clysar, the same shrinkwrapped plastic that covers packs
of fruit in your supermarket. Land
Rover’s advanced aerodynamics
teams have worked closely with
BAR to understand how the
surface deforms in the airflow
to maximize wing power.

02
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FOILS

If you’ve sailed a dinghy, then
you will know about the daggerboard that keeps the boat from
being blown sideways and over.
The foils on America’s Cup boats
evolved from daggerboards
but crucially turn through over
90 degrees, feature a hydrodynamic tip (roughly the size of
an ironing board) that’s a foil
(like a wing) in section. Some call

06

CROSS MEMBERS

The hulls and the cross members
that hold them together, as well
as the trampoline the crew uses
to cross the boat, is called ‘the
platform.’ It’s much more than
just a foundation for the wing
and foils. The cross members are
aerodynamic in section giving
the entire boat more lift, but also
providing ‘righting moment,’ the
force that stops the boat from
being pushed over by the power
of the wing – they’re not allowed
to use the upwind foil to keep the
boat flat and stable.

04

them ‘daggerfoils.’ Regardless
of what you call them, they have
made a profound difference to
the sport, increasing speeds
three fold. Such is the force of
the dense water (786 times more
dense than air) that the small
foils can lift the entire boat and
crew, which together are about
the weight of a Range Rover,
right out of the water.

America’s Cup sailors talk about
three modes of sailing: ‘H2’ is when
both hulls are in the water; ‘H1’ when
they’re flying one hull; ‘HZero’ is,
however, where every skipper wants
his boat. With neither hull in the
water, the drag is at its minimum. All
six teams are perfecting techniques
to keep their boats in zero mode on
all parts of the course, upwind as
well as downwind and throughout
maneuvers likes gybes and tacks.
Keeping the boat on its foils has
seen some describe the hulls as ‘foil
delivery systems.’ The boat that stays
on its foils longest – the ‘flytime’ – is
the boat that will win the Cup.

03 HULLS
WHEEL

RUDDERS
The tips of the rudders that jut
out from the rear of the two hulls
of the catamarans feature smaller
foils that also contribute lift and
help keep the platform stable.
The angle of attack of the foils
is controlled – just like the main
foils – by Sir Ben Ainslie from the
steering wheels.

07

Sir Ben Ainslie will steer the ACC
boat with a wheel and not the
tiller he uses on the World Series
boat. There’s a wheel on each
side, just behind the grinding
stations where the ‘power crew’
pump hydraulic pressure into the
control systems. That includes the
rake adjustment for the foils on
the wheels that Ainslie will use to
control the pitch and ‘altitude’ of
the boat. Some skippers have said
keeping the boat stable is more
like flying a helicopter than sailing
a match racing yacht.
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Land Rover launched a partnership with
Swiss watchmakers Zenith this year.
Chief Design Officer Gerry McGovern
explains why the innovative and historic
company were the perfect match
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ZENI TH

I’ve always been fascinated by watch design but I’m
not an aficionado; aficionados have an expert knowledge
of the heritage and inner mechanical workings of watchmaking. I do, however, love beautiful things that are
made expertly, so I connect with Swiss watch making
from both an aesthetic and craftsmanship perspective.
For me a watch is as much a piece of jewelry as it is a
functional object, and I do tend to match my watches to
what I’m wearing. Remember, generally for a man a
watch is really the only piece of jewelry he will wear.
I’m not what you would call a serious watch collector
either; however, I have over the years had many watches
and over time reduced my collection down to a limited
number of really distinctive designs that I truly connect
with on an emotional level.
The Zenith El Primero is one of them. It’s interesting
how it has evolved and still looks as relevant today as
when it was first introduced, partly I think because with
the later, bigger 1.5-inch diameter it looks proportionally
better balanced and more modern than the original.
Another one of my favorites by Zenith is the Elite
which is a classic design. Again for me the classic
aesthetic combined with the modern 1.5-inch diameter
proportion make it highly desirable. I have both the
Calatrava and the Elite, in my small watch collection,
which also includes the iconic Nautilus and Royal Oak,
both designed by the legendary Gerald Genta.
Zenith celebrated its 150th anniversary last year. The
company was started by a visionary watchmaker by the
name of George Favre-Jacot. His big idea was to put the
whole manufacturing and assembly process under one
roof. Nobody was doing it at that time and a lot of them
still don’t. But much of Zenith is still there in the same
place in a little town called Le Locle in Switzerland. That
sense of location is important to Land Rover also.
In 1948, just when Land Rover was getting going,
Zenith had its first big hit, a watch called the Calibre
135 and then in 1969 – just when we were developing
our first Range Rover prototypes – Zenith launched the
El Primero, ‘the first’ in the world with a self-winding
chronograph movement. Personally speaking, I have
always admired the Zenith graphic – the combination
of the name, typography and the star – it’s very
modernist in its execution.
When it came to the choice for a watch partnership,
Zenith seemed like a perfect fit: a luxury watch brand
with strong credentials and heritage and innovative in
watch design. I felt Land Rover shared that desire to be
creative and forward-thinking and to give customers
products that they will love for life.
The choice of the Zenith El Primero to start the
collaboration was a natural choice given its distinctive
design and status. It was therefore imperative to respect
this icon; it had to remain unmistakable as an El Primero
yet also allude to Range Rover DNA. The result is the
36

Zenith El Primero Range Rover watch that was launched
at the Paris Motor Show alongside the new Range Rover
SVAutobiography Dynamic.
I’m really happy with the watch, it’s a handsome
timepiece, well balanced with visual logic. We highlighted the reductive nature of the modern Range Rover
interior to the Zenith team, who translated that into the
dial of the watch, keeping it simple and unfussy yet
maintaining its overall sports image. The 1.5-inch case is
made from ceramized aluminum, which, like the aluminum
architecture of Range Rover, combines light weight with
extreme durability. The uncluttered look with its brushed
slate gray dial and three subtle but highly legible
chronograph sub dials is another link with the stealth-like
nature of some of our sporting Range Rover vehicles.
The thing I understand about watches now — and
my visits to Le Locle have certainly helped with that, as
has spending time with Aldo Magada, CEO and
President of Zenith, and Jean-Claude Biver, President
LVMH Watch Division and generally regarded to be the
man who saved the Swiss
watch industry, is the absolute
passion for mind-boggling
precision and attention to
detail. So much is still
hand-made. Aldo has shown
“I T ’ S A H A N D S O M E
me some of the areas of the
TIMEPIECE. WELL
factory where they have
introduced automation, for
BALANCED WITH
example in the manufacturing
of the cases. You can develop
VISUAL LOGIC”
machines to do just about
anything – it’s all ultimately
down to investment. But I
think resisting that is part of
Zenith’s story. Should the
whole process become too automated, then the very
idea of the hand-made Swiss watch will lose its charm.
What you can still buy today is the product of a
painstaking labor of love.
There’s a lovely story about Zenith when it was sold
to a US company in the 1970s, around the time the
entire Swiss watch industry was under threat from cheap
quartz movements. The new American owners said to
them, ”We’re not doing Swiss movements anymore.
We’re going to go quartz. Get rid of all the complex
movements, the tourbillons all the rest of it…” Two guys
at Zenith refused to do that, so they took all the tools, all
the tiny little bits of clever Swiss machinery and hid it all,
only for the traditional Swiss movements to be
reintroduced years later. It’s all still there in their
headquarters, as are many of the processes, and it is just
so fascinating to observe, whether you’re an aficionado,
a collector or, like me, someone who just loves to see
beautiful things made beautifully.

Zenith CEO Aldo Magada
(above left) hosts Gerry
(right) in an early visit to
Zenith’s HQ in Le Locale,
near Lausanne, Switzerland.
Much of the craft in Zenith’s
watches has remained
unchanged in over a century
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The Land Rover All-New Discovery is the culmination of countless
hours spent experimenting with ideas and materials. Inspiration
comes from everywhere, be it walking boots, steamliners, virtual dogs
or real children. Talking to Land Rover’s designers and engineers,
Onelife presents a history of how it happened in eight objects
W O R D S B E N O L I V E R
P H O T O G R A P H Y A L E X
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OBJECT 01:
CL AY MODELING TOOLS
In this digital age, it’s pleasing to think that some tasks can
still only be done properly by hand and eye, using age-old
materials and tools. Once the design theme for the All-New
Discovery had been settled with a series of sketches and
scale models, the design team created a complete, detailed
virtual model of the new car, which they could view on huge
screens. When they’d finished the design digitally, they milled
a full-size model of it from a surprisingly low-tech material for
this very hi-tech company: clay.
Okay, so this is very refined, expensive modeling clay,
carefully temperature-controlled for optimum malleability and
capable of being endlessly remolded, not to mention polished
and painted, but it’s still brown and muddy looking when it
first emerges from the milling machine. And that’s when the
real work starts.
“I’ve simply never known a design that has looked right
as soon as it has emerged from that milling machine,” says
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Land Rover Chief Designer Andy Wheel. “When you look at
a design on a screen, it’s just an image, and with an image
you’re a slave to the lens, even if the lens is virtual. The
simple fact is that there’s no lens better than the human eye,
and no replacement for seeing a real, full-size model of the
car, and being able to walk around it and touch it.”
The modelers then set to work on the clay car alongside
specialist modellers, altering its details and radii by fractions
of a millimeter or a degree, using simple tools like those
pictured above, shaped to create sharp edges or curves,
and which have changed little in the millennia that have
passed since we first started working with clay. “It’s a
partnership,” says Andy. “Our modelers know instinctively
how to work a highlight, or how surfaces should come
together. When we’ve finished reworking a section we’ll
scan it again, and it goes back into the digital realm. But to
really get it right, you have to do it by hand and eye.”
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OBJECT 02:
OFFICE CHAIRS
The All-New Discovery cabin didn’t start with a blank
sheet of paper, but with an empty area of office floor, onto
which engineer Rory Manning pushed seven office chairs.
“The outgoing Discovery had an incredibly versatile cabin,”
explains Rory’s colleague Dave Hird. “But if you want to end
up with the best possible solution, you can’t start with what
you’ve got. You have to ignore all the existing solutions and
just say, ‘what if?’ That’s hard to do purely in your head.
Some props are useful. So Rory used the chairs.”
The cabin that Rory and his team came up with is a minor
miracle of packaging, fitting seven full-sized adult seats into
a car less than 15.5 feet long, along with thoughful storage
and USB connections in every row, which the modern,
always-connected family demands.
This practicality and versatility have always been central
to the Discovery models appeal. But Rory didn’t stop thinking
about new possibilities. What if, he asked, you could just walk
up to your car and get the seating configuration you need
with a swipe of an app on your phone, or the push of a
button, or a tap on the touchscreen? What if you didn’t need

optional feature

* 

to climb inside to fold the seats yourself?
His what-if would become the new Discovery models
revolutionary Intelligent Seat Fold system*. The office chairs
helped Rory, Dave and the rest of the team imagine how
customers might expect it to work, and what the system
would need to do to deliver the seating plan the customer
asks for with the minimum of input.
“That’s my job,” says Dave. “I help get that first idea into
the finished car.” Dave asked more what-ifs. What if the seat
you want to fold has something or someone on it? What if
the configuration you need means moving all the seats at
once? How do you choreograph the mechanical ballet
required when all three rows need to move simultaneously?
“This is what makes the system intelligent,” Dave says. “But
before you can design it, you have to decide what you want,
free of all existing constraints.”
That free-thinking has produced a very well planned
cabin. It also deprived a few engineers of their office chairs
for a while. When they sit in a new Discovery, they’ll know
it was worth the inconvenience.
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OBJECT 03:
THE QUEEN MARY
“It was our graduate engineers who came up
with this,” says Alex Heslop, the Chief Engineer
for the All-New Discovery. “It shows what you
can do when you approach an engineering
problem with absolutely no preconceptions
about what the solution should be, or has been in
the past. They managed to significantly improve
the car’s performance in a critical area and save
weight by using something that’s already there.
It’s brilliant.”
He’s describing the ‘labyrinth’ and the ‘rabbit
hole,’ the key parts of the new air intake system
that allows the Discovery to wade through water
up to 35.4 inches deep.
To do it, the new car doesn’t actually breathe
through its grille. Instead, it can inhale all the
air it needs through what’s referred to as the
‘Queen Mary Funnel,’ the 0.2-inch gap where the
hood meets the front fenders: the highest usable
opening on the car. That ‘clamshell’ hood has
long been part of the Discovery models design
language, and it serves a functional purpose, too.
After flowing through the gap, the air is drawn
into the tiny space between the inner and outer
skins of the hood. The complex path it follows,
the ‘labyrinth,’ slows it, forcing it to drop any
moisture. It then flows out of the back of the
hood and straight down the ‘rabbit hole’ in the
engine bay, passing through another water filter
before being allowed through to the engine.
“Of course we thought, ‘what if something
should block that gap?’” says Alex. Snow-packing
presented the greatest risk. But they tested it
in the wind tunnel, and then went to the Arctic
and drove for hundreds of miles directly behind
a large truck in fresh snow. The new system
passed easily.
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OBJECT 04:
L AB CAR
In 2011, Land Rover commissioned artist Benedict Radcliffe
to create a striking full-size wireframe sculpture of the Range
Rover Evoque. It was unveiled at the Paris Motor Show and
had a brilliant critical reception. But in a workshop deep in
Land Rover’s HQ, its technicians have been making similar
full-size models in secret for years. Their subjects are future
Land Rover vehicles so new that the ink is barely dry on the
designers’ sketches, and the purpose of their sculptures is to
allow the engineers to start assembling and testing the new
cars systems long before the first prototypes have been made.
Unlike Benedict’s eerily-accurate Range Rover Evoque,
you wouldn’t guess much about the final shape of the
All-New Discovery from this model, known as a ‘lab car’,
but outsiders still very seldom get to see them. It’s the
internal dimensions that are important, and the ability to
rig and connect all the components required for a complex
feature such as the new Discovery models world-first
Intelligent Seat Fold system*.
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“The lab cars are made from what’s essentially a gigantic
construction toy set,” says engineer Dave Hinds. “The guys
who put them together really are incredibly skilled. They’re
mainly used for testing electrical systems on the car, but
for the new Intelligent Seat Fold we fitted all seven seats as
well. Even before we rig the systems in a lab car we’ll have
tested them virtually, but there’s really no substitute for a
complete, physical start-to-end test.
“And because we’re testing so early in the
development process, our experience with the lab cars
allows us to add or change features. In a perfect world
we’d think of everything before we start designing a
system. But as we start to use it in the lab car we’ll come
up with more ideas, or new usage scenarios we hadn’t
thought of first time around. By the time we finish testing
we’ll have thought of the kind of things that perhaps only
one customer in thousands might do. But the car will be
designed and tested to handle it.”

*
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OBJECT 05:
CAD DOG
Since it first appeared in 1989, the Discovery has won a
reputation for extraordinary versatility, which allows it to be
both an expedition vehicle and a family car. But it doesn’t
just happen. It starts with Land Rover engineers meticulously
brain-storming every use you’re likely to put the car to,
and every object you’re likely to want to carry. And then it
involves going home to measure the dog.
“I remember the meeting vividly,” says Justin Cole, the
Senior Engineer who now heads the Land Rover packaging
department. “A few years ago, when we were working
on an earlier version of the Discovery, we created a list of
everything customers might want to put in the car. If someone
at the meeting had one of the objects – a surfboard or a
mountain bike or fishing kit – they were sent home to measure
it in sufficient detail for us to create a Computer Aided Design
(CAD) model, which we could insert into a virtual car to check
that it fitted from the earliest design stages.”

Justin had a 66-pound Labrador called Sam. “We knew that
Discovery owners were likely to have a large dog, and that
the Labrador was a popular breed. So when I got home I took
a tape measure to Sam. He was already at an age where he
was happy to sit still. We used the data to create two virtual
models of him, sitting and standing, and he’s been in the
back of every Land Rover since.”
Justin’s team carefully monitors our changing habits.
When the virtual Sam was first created, they were designing
storage for early cell phones, whereas the new Discovery can
stow multiple tablets in the central console alone. “But a big
dog is still a big dog,” says Justin. So although Sam passed
away a few years ago, he’s still used in the design process.
“His ashes are in a nice flower pot in front of our house
now, which flowers every year.” And he lives on in the back
of the new Discovery, having checked it’s just as comfortable
for dogs as it is for humans.
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OBJECT 06:
BOOTS
Dan Dennehy’s boots have stepped out of a prototype
Discovery onto every possible terrain and into some of
the harshest conditions on the planet. He’s the Land Rover
engineer tasked with ensuring that the All-New Discovery
really can rove the land. That ability is central to the car’s
DNA and its appeal to customers, and it has to do it better
than its rivals.
So Dan travels. His job starts at Land Rover HQ, defining
what the new model’s critical dimensions should be for
optimum capability: its approach, breakover and departure
angles; its wading depth and side-slope angle. Then the car is
modeled virtually, and those angles checked. The advanced
virtual engineering software can even calculate what sort
of traction it will generate on different surfaces, and what
gradient it will be able to haul itself up.
But even the most powerful virtual modeling will never
replace real-world testing. So prototype vehicles are flown to
the sands of Dubai and the boulders of the western United
States, and driven to the snowy terrain of northern Sweden
and the mud, grass and ruts of Land Rover’s UK test base
at Eastnor Castle. “We don’t need to travel for mud,” Dan
says. “We have plenty of that at home.” The teams testing
the performance of the engines on the road and in extreme
temperatures taking the prototypes on a long tour of other,
equally remote and difficult parts of the world.
“These guys really put their heart and soul into these
cars,” says Alex Heslop, Chief Engineer. “They’re incredibly
passionate about what the Discovery stands for. If they weren’t,
they wouldn’t volunteer for three weeks’ duty in the Arctic,
verifying that it deserves the name.”
That dedication pays off. “We’ve made some huge leaps
in specific abilities with the new Discovery,” says Dan. “But I
think the real achievement has been making it more premium
and refined, and at the same time making it more capable
off-road, too. We’ve tried to really improve its performance
on every kind of terrain.”
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OBJECT 07:
KIDS’ TOYS
“One of the many things people love about the outgoing
Discovery/LR4,” says Andy Wheel, “is that there’s a place for
everything in the cabin no matter what it is, and regardless
of whether you want to secure it when you’re off-roading or
keep it out of sight when you’re parked in the city. That’s a
very ‘Discovery’ value. We worked hard to enhance it, and
we decided to give it the toughest real-world test we could
possibly think of.”
The All-New Discovery has been tested everywhere
from the frozen Arctic to the scorching desert heat of
Arizona, but for Andy the real moment of truth came in the
design studio in Warwickshire, and at the hands of children.
“One of my colleagues brought in her boys, armed with
all the different stuff they’d take with them if they were
about to go on a long car ride. We have a full-size mock-up
of the cabin in the design studio, and we watched as
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they climbed in and found places for their books, their
toys, their iPad® devices.”
Did it work? “Let’s say it was a smiles-all-round moment,”
says Andy. As with the other extreme tests it was put through,
the new Discovery was probably over-prepared. In the front
seats, storage has increased, and the main central armrest
storage box has doubled in size and can hold five mini iPad®
devices. There’s an ingenious storage compartment behind
the air conditioning controls in the dashboard (the kids found
it) and up to 15 power outlets in the cabin, including USB
ports in all three rows. But it’s not all about children and their
stuff. A much-loved feature from the original Discovery makes
a welcome reappearance on this new one: the ‘curry hook’ in
the passenger foot-well, designed to keep a shopping bag or
a takeout meal safely upright. It’s sure to be appreciated by
tired parents giving themselves the night off.

RATA N

TATA
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D ISCOV E RY

OBJECT 08:
CAMOUFL AGE
There is a period in the development of a new car when its
designers do their utmost to distract us from the features
they’re most proud of. That particular period starts some way
in to the car’s development when prototypes with something
close to the final bodywork start testing on public roads,
and lasts until the finished car has had the silk sheets pulled
from it at a motor show. Before that, very early prototypes
might wear the clothes of an existing model, subtly tailored
to fit the dimensions of the new car beneath, and are hard
to spot. But no Land Rover would ever be signed off without
exhaustive testing in its final, finished form, too. That means
an uncomfortable few months for the designers, who want to
maximize the impact of that unveil moment and show us their
work in the best possible light.
The interest in the All-New Discovery vehicles exterior
design was particularly intense. Over more than a quarter of
a century its distinctive design language – the clamshell hood,
the stepped ‘Alpine’ roof and the asymmetric tailgate, among
other features – has become as iconic and recognizable as
the old Defender models boxier forms. Press and customers
alike were desperate to know how it would evolve. And it has
evolved: more dynamic, and more aerodynamic too, its exterior
form reflecting its high strength aluminum structure.
“We’ve made designing the camouflage a hobby,” says
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Andy Wheel. “For the latest Range Rover we were inspired
by the ‘dazzle graphics’ on early battleships, and for the Range
Rover Evoque Convertible we used cartoon human figures. For
the new Discovery we took a barcode and distorted it wildly.”
“There’s a point in the testing process,” adds Alex Heslop,
the Chief Engineer, “where we have to run the cars on the
public road without conventional camouflage covering whole
sections of the car.” As already mentioned, early prototypes
wear the old model shape as camouflage. Next comes the
heavy camouflage over the new shape, but this “can have the
unwanted effect of masking things like wind noise in
high-speed testing.” So finally light camouflage is applied over
the new shape. “The barcode disguise is just a film applied to
the real panels. The shape of the car is unaffected. You’re
looking at the finished car, but the camouflage is brilliant at
stopping you seeing it.”
But as we now know, Gerry McGovern and his team
kept the final car very close to that original Discovery Vision
Concept. “If you really wanted to know what was under the
camo you could just have looked at that,” says Andy Wheel.
“The new Discovery was hiding in plain sight all along.”
FIND OUT MORE
about the All-New Discovery at landroverusa.com
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Do high achievers
have DNA to thank for
their success? Or is it
environment and work
ethic that determine
their destiny? Onelife
investigates with the
help of some remarkable
child prodigies

W O R D S D A V I D
P H O T O G R A P H Y

L E V I N E
J E S S I C A

S A N D E R S

J E T T R O C K E T P R E F O N TA I N E ,
SURFING, AGE 7

If you take a stroll along the Pacific coast in Carlsbad,
Southern California, chances are you’ll see some of
the world’s best surfers in action. Known for its prime
conditions and beautiful weather, the sleepy resort is
a hotspot for top-class wave riders. One of them is
Jett Rocket Prefontaine. A Carlsbad local, he knows
the waters around here better than most. On his board
he is fearless, adventurous and completely
at ease. He is also just seven years old.
Jett is a so-called child prodigy. Seemingly born
to surf, from a very early age he demonstrated a
remarkable talent for cruising the Californian waves.
With just a few years of training behind him, he now
performs better than most adults will ever manage
to do in a lifetime.
History is littered with tales of extraordinarily gifted
children like Jett, prodigies who shine through with
apparently inexplicable talent.
Experts are divided on whether being a prodigy
is in the genes (nature) or if it really comes down to
having parents who recognize their child’s unique
ability and support their training (nurture). The debate

Jett Rocket is a regular on the waves off the
Paciﬁc beaches of Carlsbad. In just a couple of
years on his board, he has won over 30 trophies
and is the youngest team rider to be brought
on by his sponsor. According to his mother,
Dani Prefontaine, Jett was always drawn to the
water. “Jett was introduced to the water before
he was two. By the age of two, he wanted to go
out every day and at four he asked to join his
ﬁrst competition.”
Both Jett’s parents have a track record as
competitive athletes, and his father Homer is
himself a surfer and a surf instructor. Still, this
cannot explain everything about the young
surfer’s love affair with the sea. “Jett was born
to ride and he was born with very strong legs.
But also being part of a surﬁng family, he was
introduced by watching his dad. Whether you
are gifted or not, surroundings are important.”
Dani says watching Jett, she sees what
matters the most: the natural drive and passion
that paves the way for his talent to unfold. “It
comes down to whether you have the passion,
desire and drive to work hard and train. Is it
something that you can’t be without, and are
you truly enjoying every part of it? That’s how
Jett feels. He says every day he is going to be a
pro, and he is having fun getting there.”

Clockwise from left:
Jett already shows
remarkable talent
as a surfer at the
tender age of seven
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BENJAMIN RIOS,
MOTOCROSS, AGE 7

Clockwise from above:
Benjamin Rios seems to
be an example of both
nature and nurture at
work. Dad’s a motocross
champion, but a sense
of fearlessness he was
born with
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As the son of a motocross world champion,
Benjamin has fuel running in his veins. At just
seven, he is riding competitively and already
performing at levels way beyond his age.
“Benjamin deﬁnitely has it in his DNA,” says
Claudia Rios, Benjamin’s mother. “The dirt
bike part you can write down to environment,
as his father is a motocross champion. But he
was always a daredevil. Even before he was on
a bike, he’d do things that other kids his age
wouldn’t do. He is fearless by nature, like his
father, brother and grandfather.”
Claudia says that Benjamin is essentially
not aware of his talent, and that to the young
daredevil, the constant push for new challenges

simply seems to be the way his mind works.
“There is deﬁnitely a genetic predisposition
at play. His DNA means that his brain is wired
differently; he has great spatial awareness, and
even though he knows his limits and he might
feel scared, he receives a great mental reward
from overcoming it and doing it anyway. That
has to be genetic because we don’t coach him
mentally in any way.
We cannot limit him, and I don’t think
anyone can. We just want him to ﬁnd his talent,
but it may not be on a bike. We use the bike as
school of life for him, but as soon as it’s not fun
anymore for him, we’ll be done doing it. But for
now, he is enjoying every second.”
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has been raging for decades, but it’s hard to find a
definitive answer. This is, in part, because child
prodigies are extremely rare. A true prodigy is as rare
as one in five to 10 million.

N U R T U R E O V E R N AT U R E
A psychologist at a top University in Boston, has
studied child prodigies aged three to nine with
extraordinary skills in writing, math and music.
He notes that nurture plays a rather large role, and
observes that an enormous amount of work, practice,
and study are needed to develop talent. Prodigies
need a great deal of assistance from parents and
teachers. This points to the importance of engaged
parents, who help define a track for their children, who
will typically reach adult levels of performance before
the age of 10.
Another champion of the nurture argument is the
psychologist who is credited as the first to espouse
the ‘10,000-hour rule’: the notion that most skills can
be perfected with 10,000 hours of practice.
The theory is the environment a child is brought up in
always explains ability. Only very basic traits, like
height, are genetically prescribed. Even so, the
differences between expert performers and normal
adults reflect a life-long period of deliberate effort to
improve performances in a specific domain.
In other words: without practice, genetic
predisposition becomes irrelevant.

SOMETHING IN THE GENES
Others disagree. Altough practise is important, it
cannot explain everything. One of the most famous
chess players became a grandmaster with ‘just’ around
3,000 hours of practice.
And this is far from the only example. There is the
story of a Finnish skier, who suffered from a rare
medical condition that caused overproduction of red
blood cells, equipping him with a special genetic
advantage. In the 1964 Olympics, he beat his closest
competitor in the nine-mile race by 40 seconds, a
margin of victory that has never been equaled before
or since.
Another athlete, a high jumper, had only eight
months of training before the 2007 World
Championships. Yet he beat a Swedish competitor,
who had been training since childhood and had an
estimated 20,000 hours of practice behind him. He
had very long legs and very long Achilles tendons,
which made him appear to catapult into the air like a
kangaroo (which also has long tendons).
Genetic predisposition also explains why Kenyan

runners, in particular members of the Kalenjin tribe,
dominate most of the world’s long-distance races.
The Kalenjin are famous for having particularly thin
ankles and calves, which give them a great advantage
when it comes to certain physical activities. They are,
in effect, born to run.
And it isn’t just physical
performance that can
be affected by our DNA.
“H I S T O R Y I S
Researchers identified a link
between the gene CHRM2 and
LITTERED WITH
performance IQ, supporting
TA L E S O F
the notion that when it comes
to mental prowess, genes
A P PA R E N T LY
matter more than the
environment we grew up in.
INEXPLICABLE

TA L E N T ”

BEST OF BOTH?

Still – and this is where nature
and nurture become irreversibly
interlaced – a Kalenjin needs to begin running before
that talent can be unleashed. If they grow up in an
environment where the activity isn’t promoted or
supported, chances are the skill will never develop.
While it’s tough to argue that Mozart and Beethoven
were born without some sort of innate musical genius,
we also should not overlook the fact that their fathers
pushed them both incredibly hard. This is why, when it
comes to answering the question of nature vs. nurture,
the answer is almost always: it’s both.
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T E R J E L A M O N T,
SNOWBOARDING, AGE 4
At just four, Terje Lamont is quickly developing
a remarkable talent for snowboarding. With
board control that surpasses that of many
experienced riders, he already spends up to
eight months of the year in the snow and is
adding new tricks to his register as he grows.
“Terje has always been fearless,” says
Brodie Lamont, Terje’s father, who is a
snowboarder himself. “We saw right away how
alert and strong he was, and doctors would tell
us he had the strength and co-ordination of a
two-week old when he was newborn. So in that
sense, he was always special.”
Brodie insists that there is “deﬁnitely
adventure in Terje’s DNA” and that he was
“always a ﬁrecracker.” But at the same time,
he acknowledges his own inﬂuence and, above
all, the importance of dedication. “I think it
takes a combination of it all to make someone
great. Mozart had natural talent, but he still
had to work very hard to become who he was.
Focus, dedication, environment, and genetics
all play a role.”
Terje himself is still too young to worry
about the commotion. Enjoying himself in the
snow seems to be motivation enough at this
point. Still, Brodie says, he is aware that he
is gifted. “He knows that he is really good at
snowboarding. And he realizes that other kids
can’t really do what he does. Most important to
us, however, is that he loves what he does, that
it makes him happy.”

Clockwise from above:
Terje Lamont can
snowboard better than
most adults – and he’s
only four years old
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Left: Jake Scott, son
of Sir Ridley, also has a
talent for directing. But
he was taught the value
of hard work, too

into films. I liked to draw and drawing was a big part of their
work, so it was natural for us all to do it together.”
The 51-year-old does credit his dad and uncle for
establishing a “creative environment in a home where
everyone was very artistically inclined.” At a young age
Jake and his brothers would spend their days on movie sets
watching the older Scotts work. But more than the films of his
own father or uncle, it was another legendary director who
sparked the young Jake’s interest in movies.
“I remember a screening my dad did in a small studio in
Soho, London, as part of his preparations for a movie he was
directing. It was a 1972 movie, that was set in the ‘20s, about
several foreigners held by a military group. We went to see
it on a Wednesday morning during summer break, and it just
altered the way I looked at movies. It must have gone very
deep into my young psyche because I ended up spending
the rest of summer drawing the film’s stars. That movie really
got me going.”

G REAT

SCOTT

PHOTO DOM ROMNEY

Creative genius may run in your
DNA, but genetics alone will not
guarantee you success, says Jake
Scott, yes, son of famous Hollywood
director Sir Ridley Scott
The path to directing was always laid wide open for Jake
Scott. His father directed cult masterpieces and his uncle
was behind an ‘80s classic movie. Still, the road to his own
debut behind the cameras was not as straightforward as
one may think.
“I tried my luck in a lot of fields before turning to filmmaking. Music, painting, drawing, I did the lot,” Jake tells
Onelife. “I know that I had a talent for visual expression from
an early age, and as a kid I would draw a lot. I would do
storyboarding with my dad and uncle. But it was more a way
of connecting over something than it was a way of getting me

THE SCOTT DNA
Early impressions in the right surroundings like these are
likely to have given Jake all the right riggings for pursuing a
career in film of his own. But was he in fact, as they say, born
to direct? Is it possible that the famous Scott talent would
inevitably put him on a path to becoming a director himself?
The answer according to Jake is a resounding “maybe.”
“There definitely is some sort of ‘Scott DNA,’” he says.
“There is an uncanny ability in all of us to think and express
ourselves visually, it’s really quite bizarre. My parents, my
uncle, my brothers, we’ve all got it. My grandfather was a
very talented amateur painter. My great-granddad ran one
of the first cinemas in England. I look at my own son and my
daughter, and they’re incredibly gifted. That does run in the
family. Something must be running in our blood.”
Still, talent or early conditioning alone won’t quite cut it.
While growing up gifted under the right circumstances may
lock in the prerequisites for that creative ‘je ne sais quoi’, real
talent only gets to shine through something as old-fashioned
as hard work, Jake insists.
“You have to commit to your work, or it will take you
nowhere. You look at professional athletes and you see people
who undoubtedly have very special talents. But they have also
put in thousands of hours of hard work. You can be a natural
as a virtuoso pianist, but you have to do something about it.
The other way around, there are a lot of very talented people
out there sitting around doing nothing.
In the Scott family, we were always big on action. It’s sort
of a northern, get-on-with-it attitude. So while there must be
something to the idea that nature plays its part, perhaps this is
the biggest talent the Scotts have – the ability to get up
and get it done.”
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P U S H T H E
B U T T O N
Jaguar Land Rover’s new innovation lab InMotion
bets on smart technologies and rapid
prototyping to reimagine how we get around
W O R D S C H R I S S T O K E L - W A L K E R
I L L U S T R A T I O N J O S H U A C H E C K L E Y
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INM OTION

Jaguar Land Rover is looking beyond the car to
help develop the future world of transport – and
in doing so it’s also tearing up the rulebook of how
large companies work.
Established in April 2016, InMotion is a start-up lab
and independent subsidiary within the company. It
aims to bring the ‘move fast and break things’ culture
characteristic of Silicon Valley start-up companies to
Jaguar Land Rover, developing a number of projects
that will help shape the future of mobility and smart
transportation – things like car sharing, driver services,
smart parking, logistics and so on.
“The technology sector operates at a lightning
pace, with shorter product life cycles than in the
automotive industry,” explains Adrian Hallmark, Group
Strategy Director at Jaguar Land Rover. “We want to
push the boundaries of what we know today and
continue to offer our customers great products and
services that meet their needs today and tomorrow.”
But first it has to settle into a new home. The
InMotion lab recently completed a move from its
rather cramped offices in Leamington Spa in central
England, to the start-up hub of London. “Where
we’ve ended up is very different to where we started,”
explains Jonathan Carrier, the Head of InMotion.
“But that’s the intrinsic nature of how you innovate
in this space. You pay attention to what your
customers are saying and doing and continue to
develop your learning.”
InMotion’s customer-focused model comprises two
distinct phases, a Lab and an Accelerator, with 30 staff
working across both. In the Lab, 150 concepts inspired
by customer research or suggested by Jaguar Land
Rover staff are worked on and pared down. Only the
most promising make it through to the next stage, the
Accelerator, where external entrepreneurial talents with
proven track records enter the process to help grow
these validated ideas into independent businesses.
Work in this space is important because roads are
getting inexorably busier around the world. For
example,the average travel time for a five-mile journey
through central London has increased from 20 minutes
in 2012 to 30 minutes today. So InMotion has focused
its first phalanx of projects on meeting customer needs
in an ever-changing transportation world. One of the
first experimental services aims to tackle a daily
headache for parents: the school run. A ride-sharing
app connects users with an inner circle of friends and
family who they would trust to drive their children to
and from school. Hit a button to see if anyone is free –
if no one is, an on-demand driving service with vetted
professional drivers can step in.

Another experiment aims to solve the problem of circling
around the streets looking for a parking space with the
push of a button. A smart parking trial offers users in
London – who account for as much as 30 per cent of all
city traffic in their search for a space – with a smart valet
service that will collect a user’s car, park it in a secure
parking lot, and then return it to them wherever and
whenever they need it. Everything from booking to
collection to payment is done directly from a smartphone.
“All this is at the heart of what we do at Jaguar
Land Rover,” says Carrier. “That means understanding
the friction and problems people face on a daily basis;
understanding how you solve all those problems and
develop new ideas.” That philosophy has been a
Jaguar Land Rover maxim for years, but what’s changed
is the pace at which the company is working. InMotion
has been set up specifically to
address such changing needs as
quickly as possible. “The half-life
of innovative ideas is very short
“Y O U N E E D T O
because the marketplace is so
dynamic,” explains Carrier. “You
CO N STA N T LY
need to constantly find a way to
F I N D A WAY
innovate.” Layers of bureaucracy
have been stripped away; speed is
TO I N N OVAT E ”
of the essence, and getting ideas
J O N AT H A N C A R R I E R
out of the lab and into customers’
hands for testing is vital.
“We take an early stage idea,
work it into a concept, and very
quickly apply agile and lean techniques to develop a
minimum viable product,” says Carrier. That minimum
viable product – an early prototype of what could
become a world-changing app or system – is then
handed over to real-world customers, who provide their
feedback from day-to-day use. It’s a method used by
Silicon Valley’s finest, including Google and Dropbox.
“That feedback allows us to get real validated learning
to shape, execute and then build that product further,”
Carrier adds.
InMotion is developing ideas in every possible
category, he explains. “That’s everything from services
that support the use of a car – like smarter parking – to
innovative ways to access cars, including new ways to
own them. And then we’re looking beyond the needs
of the car itself, things like bike sharing and other forms
of innovative public and private transit.”
There’s one motto that drives all InMotion’s projects,
Carrier says. “The common denominator is either giving
people time back, or making better use of their time
to allow them to travel smarter and more efficiently.”
That also counts within the company, too.
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Ever wanted to own a
meticulously restored
Series I? Land Rover
Reborn is scouring the
globe for these 20th
century icons and bringing
them back to Solihull, UK,
to start all over again
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“Fly to Brisbane. Go get a car. Drive 1,553 miles
inland.” This is a description of where Car Zero – the
show vehicle for the new Land Rover Reborn project
– was found. The man describing it is Mike Bishop, a
guy with an expert’s eye for a Series I and the product
specialist behind the launch of this fairytale mission: to
ﬁnd original Land Rover Series I vehicles wherever they
may be in the world, bring them back to the British
Midlands and restore them to their former glory.
“As is the case with all of these restorations, the
story of Car Zero is a pretty extraordinary one,” Mike
explains. “The cattle and sheep stations of Outback
Queensland cover 25,000 acres. This vehicle has never
even been registered because there are no roads out
here. Not even gravel ones. The only tracks it has ever
driven are those on the station, but it’s driven them
hard since 1950. It probably stopped everyday work
around the year 2000. You don’t get many vehicles
that do 50 years’ work, let alone in such a harsh
environment.”
And yet it’s precisely this harsh environment that
has yielded up some of the ﬁrst gems in the hunt
for Series I vehicles that are ﬁt for the Land Rover
Reborn treatment. “We’re looking for vehicles with
their original chassis, bulkhead, axles and gearbox,”
says Mike. “It’s a complex game trying to ﬁnd them,
and it’s rare to ﬁnd a vehicle that old with its original
parts.” Areas such as Outback Queensland, though
tough, have the advantage of seeing rain maybe a
couple of times a year. The lack of moisture reduces
rust. “It is much more unusual to ﬁnd a Series I with its
original bulkhead from the UK or New Zealand,” Mike
concedes. But it does happen. “Car Two, which came
from a dealer in Bristol, is in fantastic condition for a
UK Series I. It’s a 1952 model with original chassis, rear
unit and bulkhead. That’s why we chose it.”

3 ST E PS TO R EBIRTH
STE P 1 : SOU RC E

Mike Bishop, Product Specialist
“When I joined the project, the
question was whether there were
enough vehicles to make it viable.
The search started in the UK, but
Land Rover has always been an
export story. Whether it’s the new
Range Rover or the Series I, 80
percent of Land Rover products are
for export, so you’ve got to look
globally. Australia – where I grew
up – was one of the leading export
markets due to the growth of
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farming in the post-war period.
Both Car Zero and Car One were
found on the Outback farms of
Queensland. To get there from
Solihull would probably take you
about four to five days. Though it’s
a key hunting ground, it only offers
right-hand drive vehicles and we
have strong demand for left-hand
drive, too. Various pockets of
Europe – Switzerland, Portugal,
Spain and Belgium – were very
strong in the 1950s for Land Rover.”

E V E RY STO RY I S U N I Q U E
In a workshop a stone’s throw from where the ﬁrst
Land Rover vehicles were originally tested on an
off-road course over the bomb shelters at the Solihull
works, ﬁve vehicles sit in varying states of restoration.
They are the ﬁrst orders in a project that’s already
outstripped expectations. “The original idea was to
do 25 vehicles,” says Mike. “They were sold out in a
week. We’re now up to 49 orders.”
In the niche world of Series I restoration, ﬁnding
and buying these pieces of automotive history isn’t
easy. “The market for these vehicles is very
competitive so we’re playing a game of cat and
mouse,” explains Mike. “It’s a cottage industry that’s
very fragile. We don’t want to destroy it. We want to
nurture it. Fortunately, people are so passionate about
Land Rover and excited about this project that they
want to supply the vehicles to us.”

STEP

2 :

STR IP

Karl Schafer, Land Rover Reborn Technician
“Grease and gas has been our savior. Getting
60-year-old bolts out cleanly is so important.
If we shear them off, we have to drill them out
and replace them with a larger bolt. It may
seem a small point, but we aim to restore these
vehicles to their exact original specifications. If
it’s supposed to be a half-inch quarter, you don’t
want a three-sixteenth. We try to keep as many
of the original parts as we possibly can. Every
vehicle is unique and has unique requirements.
There’s a real craft to it. They are taking on
apprentices here to learn the skills that have
been handed down. They are lost otherwise.
There is a lot of pride in what we do.”
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Andy Armstrong,
Build Engineer
“We’re hand-building a car
every 10-12 weeks and each
customer can choose from
the options of the period. We
stick to the original mechanical specifications, but they
can choose soft- or hardtop,
left- or right-hand drive,
80-inch or 86-inch chassis,
seats coverings, even the
rare Light Green bodywork.
To preserve the unique

history of each vehicle, its
panels will be repainted by
the Land Rover Classicapproved body shop in one
of the five original period
colors. Alongside Light
Green, there’s Bronze Green,
Royal Air Force Blue, Dove
Grey and Poppy Red. If there
are specific details like a brass
badge or door sign that tells
the story behind the vehicle,
we will try to preserve them
for the customer.”

The restoration process is unique to each vehicle
and is what makes this workshop very different from
anything you will ﬁnd elsewhere in major automotive
factories. “This is not a manufacturing facility. It’s a
restoration facility,” explains build engineer Andy
Armstrong. “Each car is different and will require
different parts to renew it. Car One has taken two
to three months to restore.”
Car One, the ﬁrst customer vehicle to be
completed, is another Australian ﬁnd. Back in the
day, it was originally shipped as parts from Solihull
to Brisbane, where it was assembled by a ﬁrm named
Annand & Thompson, whose brass badge is still
on the dashboard. It was then sold to a farmer from
Hughenden in the Outback. Mike unveils the original
door panel with the names of the town and the farmer
still clearly visible. “We are staying true to each
vehicle’s individual story,” he explains. “On this car,
we are even putting the rivets in the same way they
did in Brisbane when it was ﬁrst assembled, which
was opposite to the way Solihull used to ﬁt them.”

C O R R E C T I N E V E R Y D E TA I L
The whole process is one of detective work and
painstaking detail. The end products retain as many
of their original parts as possible, including engines
stripped and rebuilt by the Land Rover Power Train
Department and offering a 12-month or 12,000-mile
warranty to their new owners. “Our customers are
leaders in their ﬁeld,” says Mike. “They’re busy and
hard to reach on the phone, but when you talk to
them, their story always resonates with your own.
It’s one of connection: growing up on a farm, learning
to drive in one, maybe going on holidays in one. A lot
of our customers lead such busy lives that they don’t
have the time to search the restorer market. Now they
can come to Land Rover. We will pull the drawings
out and do it for you.”
This is what makes the Land Rover Reborn project
special. After all, a thriving cottage industry in Series I
restoration already exists. What can Jaguar Land Rover
bring to the market? The answer is in the original
drawings. “We can categorically prove how the

original vehicles were built and ﬁnished,” says Mike
as he pores over ageing paperwork. “We go into the
engineering archives and get them out. That’s the
beneﬁt of us doing the restoration. We have this
knowledge. This is our intellectual property and
means we can do a better restoration on the detail.”
Such information also means that the workshop
team can order up new parts to the original spec.
“Thanks to the original drawings, we’ve been able to
put Series I parts back into production in the Solihull
tool room,” says Mike. “They can make a part to the
exact speciﬁcations that were signed off in the 1950s.”
It’s this level of detail and authenticity that allows
these reborn Series I vehicles to command price tags
of between $78,000 to $100,000. But the reason why
they cause such excitement is that they were, in fact,
revolutionary. “The steps they were making in 1947
and 1948 are still present in a contemporary Range
Rover,” says Mike. “They set the whole industry a
blueprint that has been followed ever since.”
Standing proudly in the Reborn workshop, ready to
be presented to its new owner, is Car One. This Series I
has travelled from Outback Australia back to Solihull
and is now ready to begin again where it ﬁrst left off.
“She was a bit beaten up, but the integrity of the
vehicle was there,” says Mike with affection. “We were
able to bring her home and preserve that integrity.”

Above: Andy Armstrong,
Land Rover Reborn
Build Engineer getting
comfortable in Car One
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...the best city in the world. Why? Because Copenhagen‘s architects,
designers, chefs and brewers of beer are creating a serious buzz

W O R D S D A V I D
P H O T O G R A P H Y

B A R N W E L L
C H R I S T O N N E S E N
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Above: Inderhavnsbroen,
a pedestrian bridge,
was opened to the public
in July 2016. Its main
purpose is to connect
the old city center with
the fast-developing
Christianshavn
embankments
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When the architect Dan Stubbergaard began
working on his pitch for Nordhavnen – a massive
urban development project on Copenhagen’s
northern waterfront – he knew it had to be
outstanding. The project was considered pivotal for
the city’s future: the inner city desperately needed
more commercial and residential space. To solve the
problem, the city drew up a vision of a whole new
borough on the post-industrial harbor front,
complete with housing for 40,000 inhabitants, new
metro lines and work spaces for another 40,000
people, and asked for submissions. After reviewing
almost 400 proposals, the city chose Stubbergaard
and his studio COBE for the task.
“It was a huge moment,” Stubbergaard says.
“I knew this would change the city forever, so I wanted
it to be brilliant. We needed to show that we
understood where the city was going. We needed
something that reflected the city’s soul.” COBE’s
winning vision for the new city district was an ambitious
plan to make the most of an omnipresent element in
the Copenhagen cityscape: the water. The studio
proposed a series of artificial islands, each with its own
characteristics and flavor. They would be connected by
bike paths, pedestrian bridges and a carefully planned
system of canals, each islet dotted with public parks,
greens and plazas. Harbor baths and artificial beaches
would swallow a good part of the four million square
meter project.

“Our vision was a sort of Venice of the north,”
Stubbergaard says. “We Danes have always lived by the
water, as fishermen, sailors, adventurers. Today we use the
sea for recreation, so what better way to offer something
beautiful back to the city than working with the water?”
The project has become a symbol of a ‘New
Copenhagen,’ a city that is establishing itself as a
hotspot for all things creative and stylish, informed by a
rich tradition of design and an obsession with perfection.
It’s a transformation that is driven in parts by a booming
economy, but in particular by a new generation of young
creatives and entrepreneurs determined to reinvent the
Danish capital in their own, elegant image. People like
Stubbergaard and his urban islets.

FROM THE LITTLE MERMAID
TO COPENCABANA
It only takes a short walk around Copenhagen to get a
sense of just how radically the city is changing. Tourists
still walk the canals from the iconic Nyhavn waterfront,
past the royal palace of Amalienborg, and towards The
Little Mermaid statue on Langelinie promenade, just
south of Nordhavnen. But that walk is very different
from what it used to be. Dotted between the old
embankments, copper green statues and 17th century
edifices you’ll now find internationally celebrated
modern architecture such as the Royal Danish
Playhouse, the Copenhagen Opera House and the
Black Diamond Royal Library. A new set of bridges
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THE ARCHITECT
DAN STUBBERGAARD
Dan Stubbergaard (42) is an architect and
urban planner, and a former employee of
Danish architect superstar Bjarke Ingels.
He is the founder of COBE, a progressive
community of architects behind some of the
biggest development projects in Copenhagen.
Stubbergaard graduated from The Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts in 2001 and lives in
Copenhagen with his girlfriend and two children.
FAVORITE PLACE “I love going for walks at the
Assistens Cemetery. It’s a park and a cemetery,
but it has so much history and it’s incredibly
beautiful. In my work I often look at the
relationship between green spaces and the city,
so this one has a special place in my heart.”
BEST TIP “I’d recommend anyone to go on an
urban exploration tour at Refshaleøen island.
You’ll see a lot of exciting stuff going on, people
building rockets, small studios, skateboarders...
It’s the best way to get a feel of everything that
is happening in the city right now.” cobe.dk

connects the mainland with formerly isolated factory
districts and harbor islets, turning them into hang-outs
for sunbathers and explorers. The most popular of
these is Paper Island, a former paper storage facility for
the Danish newspaper industry, which has been turned
into a street food market and creative hub. A bit further
to the south, you’ll stumble onto Islands Brygge, a new
residential area, complete with
avant-garde apartment multiplexes
overlooking the canals and a new
urban harbor bath, playfully dubbed
“W E N E E D E D
the “Copencabana” by locals. In the
city center and adjacent districts,
S O M E T H I N G T H AT
colorful inner-city plazas and parks
R E F L E CT E D T H E
spring up overnight. To the east and
northeast, desolate manufacturing
C I T Y ’ S S O U L”
hubs are blossoming with beach
bars, concert venues, design studios
DAN STUBBERGAARD
and Michelin-star restaurants. Still,
everything seems to have its place.
As a manifestation of the creative
talent that drives the city forward, contemporary
Copenhagen is impeccable, stylish, and thoroughly
understated.

THE RE-REVOLUTION
“Copenhagen is a weird mix of something really
minimalist and subtle, and something very hyped and
fast-moving. No matter where you look, you get a
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Contemporary Danish
design continues to be
informed by simplicity,
quality materials and
a formidable tradition

THE DESIGN ICON
CECILIE MANZ
Cecilie Manz (44) is one of the brightest stars
on the international design scene and the
recipient of countless design awards. Manz
graduated from The Royal Danish Academy of
Fine Arts in 1997 and founded her own studio in
1998. She lives in Copenhagen with her husband
and two children.
FAVORITE PLACE “I have a very special
relationship to the King’s Garden. I used to take
the train into town to visit my grandmother when
I was young, and I’d spend hours in the garden.
It’s a truly magical place, right in the middle of
the busy city center.”
BEST TIP “Right next to the King’s Garden, you’ll
find the David Collection, which is a beautiful,
small museum. It’s been completely restored
recently and has a diverse collection of classical
Middle-Eastern and European art. It’s easy to do
and it’ll leave an impression.”
ceciliemanz.com
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THE FURNITURE DESIGNER
HEE WELLING
Hee Welling (44) is an award-winning furniture
designer whose works have been exhibited at
museums all over the world. His creations can be
found at various global furniture outlets and in
a number of corporate headquarters, including
the Australian Parliament. Hee attended the University of Art and Design in Helsinki and holds
a master’s degree in furniture design from The
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts. He founded
his own studio in 2003 and lives with his wife
and three children in Bagsværd, a Copenhagen
suburb.
FAVORITE PLACE “The Fælledparken park is
one of my all-time favorite spots in the city. I
lived right next to it for 10 years, so I’ve spent
countless hours there. It’s fantastic for running,
barbequing or playing with the kids. It’s a real
breathing space in the city.”
BEST TIP “Getting to know the city canals means
getting to know the city. You can go by boat or
just walk around, but take your time and follow
the system around at random and you’ll have a
great time. Nothing says ‘Copenhagen’ like the
canals.” heewelling.com

feeling that something is buzzing, simmering,
happening,” says Hee Welling, an award-winning
furniture designer who has exhibited his creations
all across the globe. Welling has his studio in the
city’s old northwestern district, an area that used to
host mainly auto mechanics and
rusty production facilities. Now,
he shares the premises with a
number of architects, designers
“W E H A V E A
and a robotics engineer. His
works are distinctively Danish,
H E R I TAG E T H AT
informed by classic Danish
design language and Danish
I S B OT H A G I F T
icons. But unlike the design
A N D A B U R D E N ”
godfathers, Welling works with
3D printing and rapid
CECILIE MANZ
modeling. With other Danish
outlets making big business
with catalogs filled with fine
Danish furniture design, the
scene is set for a comeback for Danish furniture
worldwide – and Welling and his peers are right in
the thick of the re-revolution. That Copenhagen has
become the epicenter of this movement is no
coincidence, he says.

“We have the tradition from the ’50s and ’60s,
which really put Danish design on a global pedestal
as an example to follow; the clean, understated and
aesthetically pleasing stuff we all know and love.
Lately, there’s been a return to values like quality and
timeless style. This has always been a stable of
Danish design language – an emphasis on quality
over quantity, and letting the products speak for
themselves through simple but solid design. So it’s
quite natural that the industry is booming here again.”
“We have a heritage that is both a gift and a
burden,” says Cecilie Manz, who is one of the
hottest properties on the international design scene
in recent years. Her work includes a host of
award-winning pieces.
“It’s something very unique and we’re lucky to have
it. But we also face the challenge of continuing that
tradition and doing it really well. We need to deliver
and always in a way that respects our design tradition.
This is one of the things I work the hardest on, making
sure we do our best to live up to that tradition.”
Danish design language, she says, is typically
inspired by the Danes’ relationship to nature,
as well as providing an expression for a somewhat
peculiar national identity.
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“Our nature is understated in the sense that it’s a flat,
calm country surrounded by the sea. So we find beauty
in this as designers and also as a people.
We don’t do drama. We don’t do ‘loud’. We look for
beauty in what others may find uninteresting. This is a
very Danish thing, a love for our calm surroundings, and
the acknowledgement that this is, to a certain extent,
also how we are as a people.”
As opposed to Welling, Manz has chosen to work
from the inner city’s old quarters. “I know that a lot of
people are moving out to the former industrial hubs.
But for me, working here means I can get the best of
both worlds. Copenhagen is a small city, and walking
around you get a feeling that you are ‘included,’ that
you are a part of the city. I love that about it –
everything blending in this beautiful mix of old
and new. But you can always find something real,
something with real soul.”

BEYOND NEW NORDIC
In times where everything Scandinavian seems to come
pre-branded as “cool,” the individuality and variety of
Danish art and design risk being overlooked. The “New
Nordic” moniker has been applied to everything from
TV shows to gourmet hot dogs over the past decade,
and reporters from across the
world have traveled to
Copenhagen to investigate what
the term really means. But to those
“W E R E S P E C T
working at the Danish creative
LO N G - L AST I N G
frontier, it seems to mean very
little. Rather than a unifying force
D E S I G N A N D
or a branding tool that can help
C R A F TS M A N S H I P ”
push products, it’s more of an
outsider’s invention, a way of
ADAM BACH
boxing together that indefinable
knack for taste and refined
elegance that characterizes
the city’s creative heartbeat.
“There are certain values attached to the whole New
Nordic thing, but we don’t really think about it. We are
us, and that’s really enough,” says designer and
entrepreneur Rikke Overgaard. Together with her
partner Adam Bach, she runs Mismo, a designer bag
brand, based in yet another post-industrial factory hub
in the eastern parts of the city. From here, the couple
runs the entire operation of designing and selling
handmade bags, including web shop maintenance and
worldwide shipping. Their bags are stylish and elegant,
and quite clearly inspired by Danish design’s
decades-long love affair with symmetry and luxury.
“We don’t do anything to be particularly ‘Nordic’ or
Danish for that matter,” Overgaard says. “Our
inspirations in terms of design – the nature, the serenity
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THE FASHIONISTAS
RIKKE OVERGAARD AND ADAM BACH
Partners Rikke Overgaard (43) and Adam Bach
(39) founded luxury designer bag brand Mismo in
2006, and have worked to develop their business
ever since. Starting as a garage enterprise,
Mismo is today a household name in Danish
fashion circles and a regular fixture at fashion
weeks across the globe. Overgaard and Bach
both hold degrees from Copenhagen Business
School and have been professional and private
partners since 2003. They live in Copenhagen
and have two children.
FAVORITE PLACE “The Kvæsthusmolen pier is
located right in the middle of the city harbor and
is one of those new places that now connect the
city center with the open waters and canals in
a very beautiful way. It’s right across from the
Royal Opera House and will soon host a series of
cultural events, free for anyone to join.”
BEST TIP “If you are at the canals, you should
rent a small boat and go for a day tour with a
picnic basket. Copenhagen is a beautiful city, but
it’s even prettier from the water. Boating around
is easy, inexpensive and safe. Anyone can do it
and it’s definitely worth it.” mismo.dk

of the long Danish winters, our relationship to the sea
and its light, the architecture around us, the chairs we
sit in – it all just so happens to provide us with a
language that many see as very Danish.”
“We do identify ourselves as being informed by
Danish design language, but it’s not a marketing stunt
or something we’ve done after some sort of meticulous
business analysis,” her partner Adam Bach says. “It’s
how we felt we’d be able to offer the best bags to our
customers. I think this is actually what makes us or
anyone else particularly ‘Danish’; we respect quality
materials, long-lasting design and craftsmanship. In a
market where a lot of people are looking for quick wins
and low-hanging fruit, we try to offer something with
real substance and soul.”
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THE STAR CHEF
RASMUS KOFOED
Rasmus Kofoed (42) is one of the
world’s finest chefs and the
winner of the prestigious Bocuse
d’Or gold medal. He is the only
person to have won gold, silver
and bronze in the competition.
Kofoed received his training at
Hotel D’Angleterre in Copenhagen
and worked at two Michelin-star
Scholteshof in Belgium before
opening his first restaurant
Geranium. As of today, Geranium
is the only Danish restaurant
awarded three Michelin stars.
Kofoed lives in central Copenhagen
with his wife and two children,
with a third on the way.

FAVORITE PLACE “I really enjoy
going to The Deer Park, which is a
forest park north of the city. You
can wander around and watch deer
grazing. I think there is something
beautiful about exploring your
surroundings and the relationship
between nature and the city. The
Deer Park is a great example of
how you can find a piece of real
nature not too far from the city
center.”
BEST TIP “I’d recommend a visit to
restaurant Den Gule Cottage and
have lunch. That place is an
undiscovered treasure. You’ll get
really good value for your money
and the surroundings are absolutely
stunning.” geranium.dk

P H I L O S O P H Y O N A P L AT E
For a real revolution to take place, someone will have
to fight its first battles. And nowhere is this truer than in
the Copenhagen culinary scene, today heralded as one
of the finest in the world. However, it wasn't always like
that. Just three years ago, Denmark boasted of 13
Michelin-star restaurants, none of which had been
rewarded with the coveted three-star insignia. Today,
that number has risen to 22, with one, Geranium, taking
pole position as the country’s only three-star pick. The
mastermind behind Geranium is Rasmus Kofoed, a
Bocuse d’Or gold medalist who says he finds his
inspiration in both the city he works in and the nature
that surrounds it.
“I find that the contrast between the hectic city life
and the nature helps me develop as a person and as a
chef,” he says. “I have a deep connection to Danish
nature and that has helped me find an expression or a
voice as a chef.”

A

Kofoed, who grew up in the countryside himself, in
this way channels his own love for nature into his
cooking, with his creations often offering a modern
twist to traditional Danish dishes and produce.
“At Geranium, we offer an experience that is fueled
by clarity and diversity. I find that balance very
important. One of my favorite pastimes is to go for
walks in the King’s Garden, where you’ll find a piece of
calm nature right in the middle of the city. I love that
you can have both in the city, and much of what we do
at Geranium is informed by this relationship between
the urban and the natural. We have a rather
philosophical approach that emphasizes not just a
culinary experience, but also what can be learned
through observing the elements and the organisms
around us. And Copenhagen is just perfect for that.”

SOMETHING BREWING
Not far from Geranium, another grittier revolution is
underway, driven almost singlehandedly by Mikkel
Borg Bjergsø. Bjergsø is the founder of craft beer
concept Mikkeller – and probably one of the best
microbrewers in the world. Starting his business in his
kitchen less than 10 years ago, he is today a cult figure
in microbrewing circles and runs a number of
restaurants, pop-up bars and larger collaborations with
restaurateurs and distributors across the globe.
Mikkeller doesn’t operate from its own brewery, but
has built its following through limited-edition
brews and in-house deals with some of the hippest
microbreweries and beer bars in Denmark and abroad.
This has earned him the nickname, “The Gypsy
Brewer,” as he seems to be always on the move.
Bjergsø says he has noted how the culinary
scene has undergone tremendous change within the
past decade but sees a shift in consumer attitude as
equally important.
“People are without any doubt prioritizing
differently. It used to be all about fast food, and Danish
beer was always thin and without any taste. Now,
people are realizing that there is more to fine dining
than just French cuisine, wine and champagne. If I had
to point to something Danish or Nordic about how the
scene is looking today, that would be it: regarding
quality and sustainability as standards to strive for in
everything, including beer. It wasn’t always like this.
Just a couple of years ago we had a handful of
microbreweries in Denmark. Now we have more than
130. I think that says it all.”
Back at Nordhavnen, Dan Stubbergaard is paying
careful attention to how the project is developing. Soon,
he and COBE will have to move from their current
offices at Paper Island, and nowhere seems like a better
fit for the studio than the new Venice of the north.
“We’re naturally really excited,” he says.
“Nordhavnen is of course an incredibly important
project for us, so we are keen to move closer to be
right in the middle of everything. But it’s also important
for the city. Copenhagen is changing for the better and
reaching its true potential. It’s a truly unique feeling to
be a part of it all.”
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THE GYPSY BREWER
MIKKEL BORG BJERGSØ
Mikkel Borg Bjergsø (41) is a former school teacher
and elite runner and the founder of microbrewery
Mikkeller. Mikkeller has expanded globally from its
headquarters in Copenhagen in just 10 years and
is today rated as the world’s third-best brewery.
Bjergsø has earned himself a cult-like status as one
of the best beer brewers in the world and is an indemand speaker at global culinary events. He lives
in Copenhagen with his wife and two daughters.
FAVORITE PLACE “One of my favorite places in
the city is actually a Chinese restaurant called Fu
Hao, right by the central station. My wife, who’s half
Chinese, introduced me to it and I love going there.
It’s not fancy at all, but it’s very authentic and the
food is great.”
BEST TIP “I’d recommend anyone to go for a
walk at Christiania and have a look at all the crazy
self-built houses around the lakes out there. There
is nothing in the world like Christiania. It’s so unique,
I tell everyone to go and see it.” mikkeller.com
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IN THE GRIP
OF WINTER
A trip to the end
of the world to
understand everyday
life in some of the
coldest places of all

The Pole of Cold expedition brought
together adventurer Felicity Aston,
photographer and filmmaker Manu
Palomeque, and mechanical expert
Gisli Jonsson. The expedition was the
sixth project to receive the Land Rover
bursary, which came with $40,000 and
the loan of a Land Rover Defender.
To learn more about Felicity’s adventures,
please visit felicityaston.co.uk
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The temperature was -60F as the Pole of
Cold expedition arrived at Oymyakon, a
remote outpost in north-eastern Siberia
and officially the coldest inhabited village
on Earth.
It had taken almost two months to
get there, driving more than 12,500 miles
from the UK in the expedition’s trusty red
Land Rover Defender. To withstand the low
temperatures, the car had been fitted with
special heaters for its engine and cabin, an
enlarged gas tank to avoid unwanted stops,
and special lubricants that freeze at a lower
temperature than normal. All to equip a very
special vehicle for a very special destination.
“Everything seemed to be backwards
in Oymyakon,” says Felicity Aston, British
adventurer and the leader of the three-man
expedition. “Freeze-dried clothing could be
folded like paper, boiling water evaporated
instantly, gas turned to glue and ice cream
was sold on tables in the open, while fruit
and vegetables were warmed in blankets.”
Made possible by a grant from Land
Rover and the Royal Geographical Society,

the expedition’s purpose was to explore the
social, cultural and physical implications of
the winter season on local communities and
discover stories of daily life in the cold.
Winter, the team learned through
conversations with locals and academics
on their way to Oymyakon, is often tied to
thorough preparation and a high degree of
creative thinking. In north-eastern Siberia,
for example, cows wear special ‘bras’ to
keep their udders warm. And in Yakutsk,
drivers offered ingenious advice on how
to prepare a car for the extreme cold by
adding a second sheet of glass to the side
windows. The extra glass was attached
directly to the Defender vehicle’s windows
using tape and foam spacers, but proved to
be ‘extremely effective.’
To others, winter had far more symbolic
meanings. “In the very north of Norway
and within the Arctic Circle winter did not
mean darkness, but color; the arrival of the
low sun skimming the horizon and skies
striped with the green, red and purple of
the northern lights,” Felicity says. “And to
the Skolt Sami in northern Finland, winter
simply meant reindeer. To seek out new
grazing grounds, the Skolt herd thousands
of animals each year from the surrounding
forests. The herding is a silent spectacle,
only interrupted by the clicking of the
reindeers’ feet as they move across
the snow.”
Despite these many different stories,
it was still winter’s ability to turn even the
smallest things in life upside-down that left
the biggest impression, Felicity says.
“As a physicist and meteorologist it
was astonishing to me just how radically
the extreme cold changed the behavior
of what is familiar. Arriving in Oymyakon
was like arriving on a different planet. In
these conditions, it is the details of life that
become fascinating.”
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